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“Prince Albert will never be the same. Hope revived in a time 
where there seemed to be no hope. Prince Albert Community 
Trust played a massive role in this transformation. The youth 
became active, and a sense of community prevailed. PACT 

sparked what they aspire to, which is to grow a healthy, caring 
and safe community together.

Skills development has become their tool in creating the 
medium for this to be done. They know how to feed

Prince Albert and attend to people’s needs in so many ways,
from entertainment to education. PACT has given the

community a voice.”

NAAIM BRIESIES

SAM REINDERS
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE

COVID-19 has served the purpose of highlighting the endemic 
socio-economic problems experienced in South Africa. There has 
been a marked rise in unemployment, business liquidation and 
hunger, yet these struggles are not new but were highlighted and 
accelerated by the COVID-19 phenomenon.

A poverty ghetto in which many communities are still trapped 
serves as the underlying reason why PACT exists in Prince Albert, 
Leeu-Gamka and Klaarstroom. The harsh realities that come with 
the pandemic are now seen clearly and need addressing, both as 
an immediate relief response and to tackle the deeper roots and 
reasons over a medium- and long-term period. 

Partners, community champions, excellent practices and innovative 
thinking are key to going forward.

In difficult times we believe that life is stripped down to the 
essentials that serve as the foundational building blocks of 
community engagements. These are Hope, Faith and Love that carry 
the organisation and its beneficiaries through these challenging 
times. 

PACT feeds the body, soul and spirit of people in the Prince Albert 
Municipal Region. All our projects are inherently aligned and focus 
on these three areas of human existence. 

Our PACT pillars are Health and Well-being, Education, Youth 
and Skills Development. Social Cohesion and Social Enterprise 
Development are two streams of engagement that flow out of these 
pillars.

We believe that arts, creativity and culture are safe, known spaces 
where the youth community of Prince Albert can step out and up 
into the world. That is why creaive endeavours serve as one of the 
most important areas of human engagement in the work of PACT. 
They act as a springboard for youth development. 
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Ingrid Wolfaardt
PACT Chairperson
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All PACT’s projects are shaped and executed to be life affirming to 
our beneficiaries. 

PACT and its partners have an urgency to bring about social 
transformation, which implies that a deep healing will need to be 
consciously nurtured over time, hopefully leading to a restoration of 
the community heart. This nurturing means co-parenting, kindness, 
creation of personal boundaries, inner locus of control, creating 
opportunity, personal purpose, vision, leading by example, living 
within a moral and ethical framework in all interactions, no matter 
how small or seemingly insignificant. 

During this time of COVID-19, youth have clearly demonstrated 
leadership beyond the call of duty. As an organisation, we look 
forward to working with the Hope Warriors. They are the future of 
this community.
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OUR TOWN

Prince Albert is a microcosm of the challenges facing our country. 
The latest population statistics recorded in 2019 report that there 
are 14 271 people living in the Prince Albert Municipal Region, 
which includes the towns of Prince Albert, Leeu-Gamka, Klaarstroom 
and Prince Albert Road. 

The fundamental challenges prevalent in the area are the 
ongoing drought, stagnating economic growth, a lack of financial 
sustainability including the pressure on current infrastructure 
resulting in the need for increased service delivery from 
government. 

While the crime rate remains relatively low, the concerning statistics 
are as follows:

 2017 2018
EDUCATION  |  YOUTH + SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
Matric pass rate 69.2% 89.7%
Learner/teacher ratio 55:1 45:2
Grade 12 dropout rate 48.1% 64.4%
Unemployment rate 20.2% 20.3%

HEALTH + WELL-BEING 
Drug-related crime  24.7%
Teenage pregnancy 8.4% 22.4%

It is for this reason that PACT has strategically identified Education, 
Health + Well-being and Youth Development as foundational pillars 
for our programmes and projects.
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KOCKIE VAN DER MERWE
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OUR STORY

HOW PACT STARTED
In 2011, after observing children wandering the streets of Prince 
Albert, Ingrid Wolfaardt wrote an open letter to the new Mayor. 
“Mr Mayor,” she declared, “You are the new custodian of this town 
and our children are dying for lack of vision. What are you going 
to do about it?” The Mayor, Mr Lottering, mailed back within the 
hour, asking, “Mrs Wolfaardt, what are you going to do about it?” 
This led to an in-depth investigation of rural and urban initiatives 
that focused on children and, finally, it was decided that the town 
and region needed an organisation that could channel resources to 
existing initiatives and birth new ones.

In 2013, the Prince Albert Community Trust (PACT) was formed, 
with Ingrid Wolfaardt as founder and a board of trustees that 
included community champions and the mayoral post (ex officio). 
In December 2014, the trust received its Public Benefit Organisation 
number and began to operate, with Ingrid driving the projects in 
a pro bono and in-kind manner. The POP Centre was built and 
opened in 2015 in Rondomskrik.
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HOW PACT ENGAGES
PACT is non-partisan, non-political, non-denominational and 
respects all creeds and cultures.

•  We are an enabling organisation for youth and community.
•  We actively create ladders of opportunity for individuals.
•  We build social cohesion into all engagements, crossing the divide 

of class and culture.
•  We bring a social need and a funder, passionate about the cause, 

together.
•  We use collaboration and partnership as tools to build community.  
•  We support existing projects through resourcing funds, skills or 

people.
•  We birth new projects in response to a real need defined by the 

community. 
•  We network within and without to build stronger community bonds.
•  We act as a change agent to bring about cultural change and 

social transformation.
•  We act as a knowledge resource for other organisations to draw on.
•  We attempt to function from a generosity and solution mindset.
•  We facilitate social enterprise development.
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OUR ORGANISATION

BENEFICIARIES
Prince Albert lies on the southern edge of the Great Karoo, nestled 
below the majestic Swartberg Mountains. The municipality covers 
an area of 8 153 kilometres and lies close to two national roads 
(N1 and N12). We work with the communities in Price Albert, Leeu-
Gamka and Klaarstroom. The beneficiaries of our work live and work 
in these communities. Babies, children, teenagers, adults and the 
elderly benefit from our work.  

CHAMPIONS
Within the communities in which we work, we have identified 
individuals with passion, enthusiasm and talent to lead and 
administer our programmes. We are committed to supporting our 
champions as they are key to the success of PACT’s programmes.

PARTNERS
Our work can never be done in isolation. We work within a broad 
network of partners who have knowledge, experience, resources and 
skills that complement our work. Our aim is never to duplicate work 
but rather to align our work strategically and collectively with those 
who are pursuing a vision similar to ours.

FUNDERS
Generous funders in South Africa and across the globe make our 
work possible. We are deeply thankful for their investment into the 
lives of our beneficiaries.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The Prince Albert Community Trust’s board comprises six dedicated 
trustees who serve on a voluntary basis. These individuals are 
selected for their active participation. This board also includes the 
Mayor (ex officio).

I Albers 
HPD Bezuidenhout
G Lottering 
LLM Sass
JK van der Merwe
IL Wolfaardt
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BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

PAARL
OFFICE

SKILLS AND
RESOURCES

CHAMPIONS
+

PARTNERS

PAARL OFFICE
Ingrid Wolfaardt Executive Trustee
Waldon Ewerts Community Liaison Officer
Azuke Ntapane General Manager
Marlize Dixon Bookkeeper

PRINCE ALBERT OFFICE
Naaim Briesies Office Manager

PRINCE
ALBERT
OFFICE

LEEU-GAMKA

PRINCE
ALBERT

KLAARSTROOM
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THE PACT PILLARS

OUTCOMES

HEALTH + WELL-BEING

EDUCATION

YOUTH + SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
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@Prince Albert Community Trust

CONNECT WITH PACT

SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is a powerful tool to connect people from all over 
the world with the Prince Albert, Leeu-Gamka and Klaarstroom 
community.

The #us4us live-streamed concerts from the PACT POP Centre 
during lockdown exposed local artists and musicians to an audience 
of over 1 500 on the Facebook platform.

CONTACT US

PAARL OFFICE  021 872 8327
PRINCE ALBERT OFFICE  023 541 1066
EMAIL  admin@pactrust.co.za
WEBSITE  www.pactrust.co.za

@TrustIngrid

@P_A_C_Trust

@PACtrust
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THE PACT POP CENTRE
RONDOMSKRIK, PRINCE ALBERT

In April 2015, the POP Centre was opened in Botterblom Street, 
Rondomskrik. The internationally renowned a capella group, The 
Wise Guys, were present at the opening with their families from 
Germany. Funding had been received through the German charity 
MISEREOR. The Centre was built by local builder Pieter Kamfer and 
his team.

POP initially stood for “Path out of Poverty” and was later changed 
to “Path onto Prosperity”. The Centre was the eighth to be built and 
managed by the Goedgedacht Trust based in Riebeek Kasteel. For 
the first five years, Prince Albert Community Trust (PACT) provided 
the operational funds to Goedgedacht to run the Centre. Staff, 
programmes, the feeding scheme, administration and maintenance 
were the responsibility of Goedgedacht.

However, the vision of the founders of the Goedgedacht Trust, Peter 
and Annie Templeton, was that the POP Centres would eventually 
be handed over to be run by the respective communities. At the 
beginning of 2020, PACT was offered the Centre as a donation. 
Before transfer could take place, Covid-19 appeared on the scene 
followed by an extended period of lockdown. The Centre had to 
be closed but PACT received regional permission to start running 
a feeding scheme from the Centre from late March 2020. Forty-
five youth volunteers, called the Hope Warriors, took the lead with 
volunteer staff to run the kitchen. During the period of lockdown, 
PACT took over the management and the Centre’s liabilities from 
the Goedgedacht Trust.

All programmes, staff and the maintenance of the Centre now lie 
with PACT, and the Centre is now known as the PACT POP Centre. It 
is the face of PACT to the community and to funders, as well as the 
home of all PACT’s initiatives, which number more than 40.

The “PACT way” is also evident at the Centre. Everyone – from the 
volunteers to the All Hands On Deck interns, the beneficiaries, the 
children and the youth – is encouraged to live the values of the 
organisation.

The PACT POP Centre office in Prince Albert is managed by Naaim 
Briesies. 
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EVERYTHING REPORTED AND QUANTIFIED BELOW COVERS
THE PERIOD FROM 1 AUGUST 2019 – 31 JULY 2020.

PROGRAMMES

WALDON EWERTS
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ANIMATED MINDS

ART FACILITATION

Forming part of the Saturday Run intervention, each school-going 
child who participates in the Saturday Run qualifies for
the fortnightly outing to the Showroom Theatre for the

screening of an age-appropriate movie.

Guiding young creatives with raw talent via online mentorship, 
this programme has already seen impressive results and aims to 
continue by pairing aspiring artists with local professional talent

to help them refine and commercialise their skills.

5454
MOVIES

497497
CHILDREN

3030
ARTISTS BEING 

TRAINED

1212
ART FACILITATORS
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2020
CHILDREN AS WASTE
MANAGEMENT CREW

4040
40 ATTENDEES
AT RECYCLING

WORKSHOP

ANTI MORSJORS

AUDITIONS

Assisted by a local Master’s student, this programme, based at
the PACT POP Centre, aims to teach children the hows and whys
of recycling – the important role it plays in sustainability and how 

they can contribute. Children, trained by a municipal environmental 
health practitioner, helped clean the #us4us concert terrain

(the family park) in Rondomskrik.

An opportunity for artists from all three towns to perform
and participate in the #us4us concert was made possible 

through the creation of virtual auditions using
Facebook and WhatsApp as platforms.

3030
ARTISTS TOOK PART IN ONLINE AUDITIONS:

DANCERS, RAPPERS, VOCALISTS AND MUSICIANS
FROM ALL THREE COMMUNITIES
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BLINKSKOEN

CHESS

This fund donates clothing – primarily shoes and
winter wear – to primary school children. This project

is on hold due to COVID-19.

The game of chess is part of a broader aftercare programme 
presented by the All Hands On Deck interns at the

PACT POP Centre to primary school children.

6060
160 CHILDREN HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY

TO PLAY AND PARTICIPATE

1 1001 100
CHILDREN IN PRIMARY SCHOOL 

HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
ACCESS SCHOOLWEAR
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CHARACTER REWARDS

CHOIR

This programme was put in place to acknowledge that not
all achievements are academic or sport, and to recognise

those children who have shown remarkable character – whether 
that’s through leadership, community spirit or kindness. At the
end of each cycle, 10 children are chosen and receive a watch

for their efforts in this area.

Choir and choirmaster development has been earmarked by PACT
as an important area of child and youth development. A weekly

mass choir practice of primary and high school scholars takes place 
at Zwartberg High School. The choirs perform at all PACT events. This 
has been put on hold due to COVID-19. Chester Meyer has created
an interim online training tutorial for choirmasters. Prince Albert
and Leeu-Gamka choirs attended a two-day workshop held by 

Chester Meyer. The show appeared on Prontuit on kykNET. In October 
2019 the Unity Male Voices performed with the award-winning

Paarl Girls’ High choir and Chester Meyer in Paarl. 

1010
PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

RECEIVED WATCHES

2727
CHILDREN IN

ZWARTBERG HIGH SCHOOL

6161
CHILDREN IN THE
PRIMARY SCHOOL
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SIMON PEACOCK
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CRAFT WORKSHOPS

DANCE: PRINS ALBERT VASTRAPPERS

Building an appreciation of traditional crafts – weaving, 
beading, etc – this programme pairs an experienced artisan 
with young people interested in learning new techniques 

and upskilling themselves. A beading and weaving workshop 
with internationally acclaimed artist Igshaan Adams, in 

conjunction with Open Studios, was put on hold until the 
end of the year due to COVID-19. 

This initiative celebrates the Riel, one of the country’s oldest 
indigenous dance styles, through the support of the group and 

the training of younger dancers to keep this cultural artform alive. 
The award-winning Prins Albert Vastrappers riel dancers, under the 

tutelage of Sara and Andy van Rooi, performed at the ATKV #onsfees 
festival in Paarl in December 2019. They featured in a kykNET 

documentary, a video promoting tourism in the Cape, and have also 
performed at private events in Prince Albert. A riel workshop was held 
in Leeu-Gamka during December 2019, to promote the dance form.

1616
PRINS ALBERT VASTRAPPERS SHARED THEIR SKILL 
AND EXPERIENCE WITH DANCERS IN LEEU-GAMKA
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DANCE: BALLET

DANCE: HIP HOP

Altogether 16 primary school children, with parental supervision, 
attended the final rehearsal of Swan Lake by Cape Town Ballet. 
Ballet classes were initiated with the help of Marushka Erasmus. 
This was taken further in the form of a collaboration with ballet 

teacher Robin Van Wyk, who taught ballet at the PACT POP 
Centre until the start of the COVID-19 lockdown.

With the support of Dance For All and the Department of 
Culture, Art and Sport (DCAS), teacher training of four art 

facilitators took place. Nadan Voetpad was able to attend an 
audition in his Grade 12 year (in 2019) resulting in being
funded for a year’s bursary course in contemporary dance

with Dance For All. Nadan has also assisted Corbin Pienaar in 
teaching aspirant dancers virtually during the COVID-19 lockdown.

100100
CHILDREN ATTENDED 

PER SATURDAY
WORKSHOP 

88
SESSIONS HELD

1818
DANCERS DANCED AT ARTSCAPE THEATRE 
AND ARE COMMITTED TO PARTICIPATING 
REGULARLY IN WEEKLY DANCE SESSIONS
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KOCKIE VAN DER MERWE
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E–LEARNING

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

PACT is engaged in the e-learning space with a focus on interactive 
teaching and learning, with plans to expand this project still further 
in Prince Albert with the establishment of a research centre fitted 
with computers, and the implementation of a coding programme 
for young people. Ongoing support was given to the Prince Albert 

Primary School, as recipients of a WCED initiative to provide
blanket Wi-Fi and turn 40% of the classrooms into smart labs.
Zwartberg High School has one interactive classroom and the 

school library has been converted into a research centre.

PACT has various programmers in place that focus on early 
childhood development (ECD) (children 3 to 5 years of age). This 
includes the Early Childhood Development PACT POP Centre in 

Prince Albert (House of Love). PACT also acts in a support capacity 
on behalf of the Mickey Mouse Early Childhood Development Centre 

in Klaarstroom and the Amenity Crèche project in Leeu-Gamka.

450450
LEARNERS CAN ACCESS THE 

INTERACTIVE RESEARCH CENTER
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ECD: AMENITY CRÈCHE

ECD: HOUSE OF LOVE

This ECD building initiative in Leeu-Gamka is on hold. The Amenity 
Crèche has been operating for one and a half years.

This pilot project, creating a safe space for pre-school children in
the mornings at the PACT POP Centre, was started at the beginning 

of 2019. However, it grew to the point where a more formal 
engagement and programme needed to be implemented. With the 
support of Hantam Trust and private funders, a space at the Centre 

will be dedicated to early childhood development.
Youth will also receive teacher training.

2020
CHILDREN ATTEND

THE CRÈCHE

44
ECD PRACTITIONERS

2525
ECD REGISTERED

CHILDREN
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FEEDING PROGRAMME

Various feeding schemes, born from an existing need further 
highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic, have been implemented

in the region. They operate out of the following locations:
Leeu-Gamka Primary School where PACT assists with fruit and 

supplies; in Prince Albert at the PACT POP Centre (for the children) 
and the Sydwell Williams Centre (for the elderly); and at the 

Klaarstroom Mickey Mouse Feeding Scheme for young children, 
where PACT serves in a support capacity.

This feeding scheme will continue until the end of COVID-19 
lockdown. The registered children at the PACT POP Centre will 
continue being fed into 2021 with the start of a new scheme. 

Youth volunteers, from Noordeinde community, called the Hope 
Warriors, have ensured that administration, hygiene protocols and 

stock control measurements are adhered to daily. 

733733
MEALS A DAY

8080
FUNDERS

45 78045 780
MEALS SERVED

4545
YOUTH

VOLUNTEERS
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SAM REINDERS
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Celebrating community with the sharing of a meal, this much-
anticipated event brings together local cooks and chefs to prepare 

locally inspired cuisine for residents of Prince Albert and visitors 
to the town. Due to COVID-19 lockdown, this very popular event 
was cancelled. However, a reimagined event focusing on family is 
planned for the end of the year. The second Groet is ‘n moet took 

place at the ATKV #onsefees in Paarl, December 2019.

FIRST AID

GROET IS ʼN MOET

First-aid training by the local ambulance services at the PACT
POP Centre empowers the children in Prince Albert to respond

to medical emergencies quickly.

160160
CHILDREN 

33
SESSIONS

1111
CHEFS
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INSTRUMENT TRAINING

A piano, donated by Peter Golding, is now housed at the PACT POP 
Centre. The planned instrument training with the support of

Ben Oosthuizen has been put on hold due to the COVID-19 lockdown.

A six-month internship operating from the PACT POP Centre, the All 
Hands On Deck internship, is designed for school leavers who would 

like to deepen their skillset and gain experience before entering 
the working world. The programme offers a tailored approach, 

focusing on each individual’s interests and aptitudes to ensure that 
they are equipped and empowered for the next phase of life. Each 
intern has identified an area of child development that they have 

a passion for and have designed their own programme focused on 
this. The interns are learning a host of skills, from costing, project 

management, reporting and evaluation. Homework, baking, reading, 
knitting, fitness and life skills are some of the areas covered.

INTERNSHIP: ALL HANDS ON DECK

66
INTERNS

99
PROJECTS

3333
REGISTERED CHILDREN
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SELWYN MAANS
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KERS EN VERS

KNIPOOG

Kers en Vers is gratitude-inspired walk through the town taking 
place at the end of the year, fuelled by lanterns, candles, singing 

and community spirit. It ends at the PACT POP Centre, where choirs 
and local bands perform for the community.

PACT’s official media and visual arts team – KnipOog – played 
an important role in documenting the process of the COVID-19 

feeding scheme and its broad youth volunteer base. Going 
forward it will be mentored by professional photographers Sam 
Reinders and Simone Scholtz, and will be offering photographic 
and videography services from 2021 onwards. The next phase of 
this project entails creating a darkroom and putting the team 

forward for professional commissions. The team were finalists in 
#SLAM4URLIFE competition during COVID-19.

2727
LOCAL ACTS
PERFORMED

100100
ATTENDED

1515
PROJECTS

11
POSTER

1212
VIDEOS
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LAPKLANK

This enterprise development project develops the skills of aspiring 
sound stage and lighting enthusiasts, with a view to preparing 
them to tender for projects and jobs in the region. Four young 
interns had the privilege of attending the 2020 Woordfees held 
in Stellenbosch, giving them valuable exposure to the industry. 

Unfortunately the Suidoosterfees and the Cape Town International 
Jazz Festival were cancelled due to the COVID-19 lockdown. 
An ongoing, in-house internship continues among the group, 
who have benefited from the welcome sponsorship of sound 

equipment from the National Lottery Commission. The Lapklank 
crew will be assisting again at the 2020 #us4us concert at the 

Showroom Theatre during September.  

44
SOUND INTERNS 

WORKED AT
WOORDFEES 2020

1414
SOUND INTERNS ASSISTED 

IN RIGGING, SOUND, 
LIGHTING AND FRONT 
DESK AT #US4US 2019
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LIBRARY

LIVE-STREAMED CONCERTS

Through the donation of books – ranging from reference books to 
literature and children’s picture books – PACT has established a 

library at the PACT POP Centre aimed at encouraging reading and 
improving literacy. Training for the interns running the library has 
been facilitated by Prince Albert librarians. All book donations are 

welcome! The library now houses a piano donated by Peter Golding. 
Local librarians Jeanetta Nel and Reinie Smit support the PACT

All Hands On Deck interns with basic librarian training.

Due to the COVID-19 lockdown, a weekly Saturday concert was 
streamed from the PACT POP Centre, using Facebook as a platform, 
while practising strict social distancing and hygiene. This gave the 
#us4us artists an opportunity to get used to the new manner of 

performance while showcasing original material. The Live Stream 
concerts have now moved to the Showroom Theatre in preparation 
for the #us4us concert in September. This allows artists and crew to 

develop skills and experience in a professional environment. 

160160
CHILDREN MAKE USE OF

THE LIBRARY

1 5001 500
PEOPLE

WATCHED

1212
ARTISTS 

PARTICIPATED
DURING LOCKDOWN
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Wilscha van Heerden, a beauty therapist from Cape Town, held 
a three-day workshop in Prince Albert in September 2019. 

Participants did a practical and theory exam and received a diploma 
at the end of the training. Each participant was equipped with a 

starter kit so they could begin their own small nail business. 

LYRICAL WRITING

MANICURE WORKSHOP

2525
RECORDINGS MADE 

IN THE PACT POP 
RECORDING STUDIO

1212
ARTISTS PRODUCED
ORIGINAL MATERIAL

1010
YOUNG WOMEN PARTICIPATED 
AND COMPLETED THE COURSE 

SUCCESSFULLY

This initiative promotes the creation of local content and authentic 
material, with the aim that all material performed at the #us4us 
2020/21 concert will be original. Local vocalist Claudia Hendriks 

was one of two artists from the Central Karoo identified by DCAS to 
record her original composition in a professional studio. In early 2020, 

five artists from Prince Albert and Leeu-Gamka attended a DCAS 
songwriters’ workshop, where they were paired with professional 

recording artists. A dedicated recording space has been created in 
the PACT POP Centre. Naaim Briesies was selected to do a three-
week lyrical writing workshop with the Jakes Gerwel Foundation.
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School-going children and youth receive a pancake voucher
after completing the Saturday Run. This voucher is redeemed

at the weekly Saturday market.

OOPKOP

PANCAKE VOUCHERS

OopKop is an afterschool homework programme run by the PACT 
interns from the PACT POP Centre. This started during the COVID-19 
lockdown and will continue into 2021. The WCED online homework 
portal is used to assist and support the children. This programme is 

led by the All Hands On Deck interns.

GR. 1–12GR. 1–12
LEARNERS ACCOMMODATED

IN THIS PROGRAMME

250250
VOUCHERS HANDED OUT BETWEEN AUGUST 2019

AND THE START OF THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN
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KNIPOOG
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SATURDAY RUN

The Saturday Run is an inclusive community run, or walk, over
a set five-kilometre route that starts at the Odendaal Stadium

in Prince Albert. PACT encourages and supports the participation of 
young children and teenagers in various ways. Pancake vouchers can 
be redeemed at the local Saturday market on completion of the run 

and any registered school-going child gets a gift of running shoes 
once they complete their tenth run. The toiletry programme gives 
scholars a voucher after their 10th, 50th and 100th registered runs 
– this is designed to motivate participation by the adolescent age 
group. The top youth runners of this weekly event were given step 
watches and asked to track their own times and distances during 
the lockdown period with some of the children running around 

their yards as a way to continue their exercise programmes. In order 
to keep up with the latest COVID-19 safety and hygiene protocols, 

small groups of children run a route starting and ending at the 
PACT POP Centre every Saturday morning. 

2020
STEP WATCHES WERE GIVEN TO THE

TOP 10 AND MOST COMMITTED RUNNERS
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Margi Biggs, founder of StreetSmart in South Africa, visited 
Prince Albert in March to share the benefits of the work done 

by StreetSmart with vulnerable children. She opened the 
opportunity for hospitality-oriented businesses, most of them 

members of PA Tourism and PA Accommodation, to register to 
become members of the programme to create a local chapter. 

The registration process is still to be completed. 

STAAN & SKYN

STREET SMART

This is an initiative focused on self-awareness and personal growth. 
Nine facilitators from Cape Town took a group of young men and 
women, ages 15 to 40, through an intensive weekend of training. 

The aim was to create an ongoing engagement and build a core of 
young men around the principles as expressed in this programme, 
offering local youth a healthy alternative. Bjorn Alexander held a 

two-day workshop with the All Hands On Deck interns on
self-development and growth.

1717
YOUNG WOMEN 

ATTENDED
INTRODUCTORY 

WEEKEND

4444
YOUNG MEN
ATTENDED

INTRODUCTORY
WEEKEND
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This fund is also linked to the Saturday Run, on hold due to the
COVID-19 lockdown. This is specifically aimed at high school

learners who participate in the Saturday Run. 

TEKKIE FUND

TOILETRY FUND

Linked to the Saturday Run, this project is on hold due to 
COVID-19 lockdown. Registered children and youth runners 

who complete 10, 50 and 100 Saturday runs respectively 
receive a new pair of running shoes.

2323
PAIRS OF RUNNING SHOES

DISTRIBUTED

2020
TOILETRY VOUCHERS WERE DISTRIBUTED

FROM AUGUST 2019 TO THE START
OF THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN
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TYPP PROGRAMME

TYPP is a partnership between the Department of Arts and Culture, 
the Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport, and the National 

Youth Development Agency. It aims to create a group of
self-confident and fearless youth leaders. Participants assisted in 

admin and co-facilitating performing arts initiatives in Prince Albert. 
This programme came to an end in March 2020.

22
PARTICIPANTS MOVED

INTO PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

22
OF THE 4 PARTICIPANTS
RECEIVED LEADERSHIP

TRAINING
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The annual showcase of local musical and dance talent held in 
September during national heritage celebrations, and a calendar 

highlight for the community, #us4us builds a performing platform 
for young and established local artists to gain experience on stage. 
The build-up to the festival is a year-long preparation process that 
deliberately creates points for training, collaboration, engagement 
and capacity building within the local community. The vision is to 

train local community members to own performing arts enterprises 
that can support a rich and sustainable economy around the 

performing and creative arts locally. Eventually these participants 
can work on national and international platforms. The 2019 Festival 
that took place in the family park saw a first-time collaboration with 

Eastern Acoustics – sound, stage and lighting experts from Cape 
Town. A professional stage, similar to that used for the Cape Town 
International Jazz Festival, plus an LED screen were erected in the 

park and the concert was live-streamed on YouTube and Radio 
Gamkaland to 100 000 listeners and viewers. A dedicated child 
park was run on the Saturday where children were entertained, 
educated and exposed to world-class sound and entertainment. 
The highlight of the festival concert was the performance of local 
artists and The Rockets. To honour the civic organisations in town 
a procession starting at the south end and winding its way to the 

north end of the town was held at the start of the concert. The 
festival concluded with an interdenominational praise and worship 

service on the Sunday. Jitsvinger held a three-day creative workshop 
with Zwartberg High scholars that culminated in a performance. 

Altogether 450 Zwartberg scholars attended the show in the 
Showroom Theatre.

2121
COMMUNITY

ENTERPRISES
EXHIBITED

2727
TERRAIN CREW

MEMBERS

1 2751 275
CHILDREN FED IN
THE CHILD PARK

5050
ACTS 

PERFORMED

#US4US FESTIVAL
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This buddy system was designed by PACT to help matric learners
in Prince Albert in their final year by providing them with the 

resources they need to achieve – ranging from lifeskills development 
to extra lessons or mental health tools to help them manage stress. 

If this project is successful in raising their final aggregate,
Vuurhoek will be extended to a year programme with Grade 12

learners participating during 2021. 

VISUAL ARTS TRAINING

VUURHOEK

Guiding young creatives with raw talent via online mentorship, 
this programme has already seen impressive results and aims to 
continue by pairing aspiring artists with a suitable professional 
to help them refine and commercialise their skills. Elcado Blom 
of Leeu-Gamka, mentored by Louis Jansen van Vuuren (based in 
France) has sold various artworks over the past few months, with 
buyers reaching as far as Mississippi, USA. Local artist Mary Ann 

Botha will be assisting Elcado with masterclasses in colour. Elcado 
was a finalist in the #SLAM4URLIFE competition during COVID-19.

1010
PAINTINGS SOLD

44
MATRICULANTS, WHO WERE COVID-19 FEEDING

SCHEME HOPE WARRIORS, ARE TAKING PART
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KNIPOOG
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WOLTJOMMIES

A creative, community-oriented knitting project initiated by the 
All Hands On Deck interns and run by women of all ages, this 

enterprise produces warm, knitted items for elderly folks taking part 
in the Sydwell Williams Feeding Scheme. 

200200
BEANIES
DONATED

FOR CHILDREN

6767
PENSIONERS

RECEIVED
SCARVES KNITTED

BY YOUTH

4646
JERSEYS FOR

CHILDREN DONATED
BY FRIENDS OF PACT 

TO THE PACT POP 
CENTRE
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SOMETHING NEW
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY AS WELL AS 

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT ARE NEEDS THAT HAVE BEEN 
IDENTIFIED AS CRUCIAL WITHIN THE COMMUNITIES OF 

PRINCE ALBERT, LEEU-GAMKA AND KLAARSTROOM. OUR 
INTENTION IS TO PILOT THE FOLLOWING PROJECTS IN THE 
HOPE THAT THEY ACHIEVE THE DESIRED OUTCOMES AND 

ADD TRACTION AND DEPTH TO OUR WORK. 
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PACT has a vision of creating a coding hub within Prince Albert. This 
will be initiated in 2021. This project has a long-term view that will 

allow youth to live in rural areas but have clients globally.

The PACT POP Centre will develop a mother garden where
produce will be used in the existing feeding schemes.

The seed bank will benefit home gardeners in the local
community. Two young gardening interns are learning skills at

Renu Karoo nursery. This project is called LAPtuin.

YOUTH RADIO

CODING

FOOD GARDENS

In partnership with community radio, this programme will give 
hands-on broadcasting experience to young people interested in 

pursuing a path in media or who want to engage in matters
relevant to the youth of the region. 

The vision is to create a commercial darkroom facility managed 
and operated by youth photographers. Local photographers will be 

supported by Simone Scholtz and Sam Reinders. Darkroom and 
audio-visual training is scheduled for November 2020.

DARKROOM TRAINING
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Groet is ŉ Moet is to be reinvented to become a more home-
focused, cooking and eating experience that encourages families to 
gather around a table of delicious food and celebrate relationships. 

In September 2020 the Festival will be live-streamed from the world-
class Showroom Theatre in Prince Albert. Local artists will take to the 
stage to perform – the programme will include vocalists, dancers and 
instrumentalists in all genres. Lapklank and KnipOog will collaborate 

as service providers to the festival. Compliance with COVID-19 
regulations is of the utmost importance to the success of this event.

A second festival is planned for March 2021.

SPINNING-WHEEL INITIATIVE

GROET IS ʼN MOET

#US4US VIRTUAL FESTIVAL 

Partnering with Frances V.H from Prince Albert, PACT wishes to 
create an opportunity whereby women in the community can work 

and earn from home by spinning mohair. Spinning wheels have 
been donated. This project is scheduled for 2021.
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PROJECTS RUNNING
THROUGH THE

PACT POP CENTER
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The PACT POP Centre opens the space for the following independent 
projects to operate and have a positive impact on the community
at large. 

ABET
Adult education classes run by Dulcie Claasen.

CARDIO | FITNESS CLASSES 
Operating out of the PACT POP Centre are various fitness classes run 
by Henry Arries. 

FARR 
A local branch of Foetal Alcohol Related Research uses the POP 
Centre to run its “Healthy Mom, Healthy Baby” programme.

FIRST 1000 DAYS
Based on the principle that the first thousand days of a child’s 
life are especially crucial to their development and well-being, 
First 1 000 Days trains new moms on infant essentials and helps 
them develop important childcare skills. This is an an initiative of 
Goedgedacht.
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“BAIE DANKIE PACT VIR DIE KOS.”
- BABA
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Ek het geleer om 
te interact met my 
gemeenskap, ek is maar 
baie stil, eenkant en ook 
’n introvert. Deur my 
introvert-persoonlikheid 
en die internship sien 
ek die hand van God oor 
die jeug van Prins Albert. 
Ek glo dat God elkeen 
geskape het met ’n talent 
en dit gaan van elkeen 
afhang om te woeker en 
te wen met die talent wat 
God hulle mee geseën 
het. Ek wil persoonlik 
net baie dankie sê vir die 
geleentheid wat PACT my 
gun om met kinders en 
die jeug van Prins Albert 
te kan werk. Wat vir my 
elke dag uitstaan is om 
elke oggend vroeg op te 
staan met die wete dat ek 
kinders sal sien glimlag.

MIA CEYLON

Ek neem elke jaar deel 
aan die #Us4Us konsert 
en ek geniet dit om te 
sien hoe die kinders in 
die gemeenskap hulle 
kan uitleef op die “stage”. 
PACT  het regtig my lewe 
and ander se lewens 
verander en ’n groot 
verskil kom maak. PACT 
maak dit moontlik vir 
ander om hulself te vind 
, en hul musiek verder te 
vat. Dit is meer as net ’n 
“organisation”, dis ook ’n 
familie. Hulle is dié verskil 
wat mens in ander wil sien.

CHLOE HENDRICKS

HOPE    WARRIORS
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PACT creates young 
leaders and bring the 
good out in them. With 
Vuurhoek I’ve learned that 
there are always people 
who want to help you, but 
you must go and search 
for them.

PERCIVAL KOONTHEA

Since I’m with Vuurhoek, a 
project which PACT started, 
I’ve realised that no matter 

what people say, I’ll never let 
them intimidate me. PACT 

became a place where I can 
express myself. I’ve improved 

and my marks are already 
better than before. Don’t stop 
trying when you’re tired, stop 
when you’re done. The harder 
you try, the higher you’ll rise. 

PACT My Inspiration!

SHERILENE ALEXANDER

HOPE    WARRIORS
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OUR FINANCIALS
PRINCE ALBERT COMMUNITY TRUST – IT 2482/2013

PURPOSE OF THE TRUST
Prince Albert Community Trust (PACT) is a Non-Profit Organisation 
and Public Benefit Organisation, registered as a trust. PACT acts 
as an umbrella body and bona fide charity, channelling donations 
towards the welfare of the disadvantaged community of
Prince Albert and the greater municipal area.

TRUSTEES:

I Albers 
HPD Bezuidenhout
G Lottering 
LLM Sass
JK van der Merwe
IL Wolfaardt

AUDITORS:

Louw & Cronje Incorporated
Chartered Accountants (SA) & Registered Auditors, Vredenburg

BANKERS:

ABSA Bank

PBO REF. NUMBER:

930047631
(Issued in terms of S18A of the Income Tax Act of 1962)

NPO REF. NUMBER:

244-505

The board of trustees comprises six dedicated trustees who serve on a 
voluntary basis. During the 2020 financial year, the trustees managed 
to secure funding from the National Lotteries Commission, Prince 
Albert Municipality and the Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport 
(DCAS) as a result of their active involvement and dedication towards 
the trust. The trust has effective, efficient and transparent financial 
management and internal (dual) control systems in place to guard 
against fraud, theft and financial mismanagement. The board includes 
the Mayor (ex officio) of Prince Albert.

PIERRE LOUW  •  LOUW & CRONJE INCORPORATED CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS (SA)
AND REGISTERED AUDITORS, VREDENBURG
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2020 2019
SUMMARISED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Donations received
per project  1 759 170  1 374 225
Art Project 2 200  – 
Beadkidz 3 675  7 425 
Chess Club –  9 000
Dance 4 680  –
ECD 23 700  41 000
 E-Learning 115 670  19 608
 Groet is ŉ Moet 51 866   39 380
 Handgemaak Karoo 1 348  –
 Information Day –
 PACT Pot 760 957  770 965
 Parkrun 6 353  67 876
 PATH FARR –  –
POP 218 928  210 000
 #us4us 484 054  127 579
 Vastrappers 85 739  81 392
 Investment revenue  49 035  41 029
 Operating expenses  (1 593 946)  (1 097 666)
 Art Project (1 180)  – 
Beadkidz (7 517)  (7 550) 
Chess Club (30)  (20 519)
Dance (9 494)  –
 ECD (3 831)  (30 000)
E-Learning (48 223)  (28 747)
Groet is ŉ Moet (67 854)  (56 973)
 Handgemaak Karoo (789)  –
 Information Day –  (12 122)
 PACT Pot (655 805)  (420 731)
 Parkrun (22 813)  (38 668)
 PATH FARR –  (1 000)
 POP (179 536)  (200 570)
 #us4us (542 274)  (166 300)
 Vastrappers (54 600)  (127 505)
Surplus from
operations for the
period under review  214 259  317 588

SUMMARISED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TRUST FUNDS
Trust funds as at
1 March  755 204  437 616
Surplus/(Deficit)
for the period  214 259  317 588
Trust funds
closing balance  969 463  755 204
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THANK YOU FROM PACT
It takes a community to raise a child. We say thank you to:
• The greater communities of Prince Albert. Leeu-Gamka and 

Klaarstroom
• Prince Albert Municipality and all departments
• Prince Albert Tourism • Prince Albert Accommodation
• Zwartberg High School • Prince Albert Primary School
 Leeu-Gamka Primary School
• LOCAL BUSINESS: Lazy Lizard • Gay’s Dairy • Weltevrede Farm • 
 The Country Store • SPAR • The Showroom Theatre • Real Food 

Company • Kontrei Eiendomme • African Relish • Catering in the 
Karoo • Karoo Dinners and Snacks • Landmark • PAL Security • 
Prince Albert Friend • Radio Gamkaland • Andy’s Garden Service •

 Van Rooyen Transport • Renu Karoo • Frances V.H • Karoo
 Handgemaak • ATM soup kitchen
• LOCAL AND REGIONAL ORGANISATIONS: PADS • Badisa • House of 

Love, Goedgedacht Trust • FARR • Neighbourhood Watch • SAPS • 
 CPF • EMS • Public hospital • Prince Albert Library • Bejaardesorg • 

Hantam Trust • Leesfees • Open Studios • Thursday Group
•  DONORS INCLUDING IN-KIND DONORS (BIG AND SMALL, BOTH 

LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL): LottolandSA • Intabazwe nl • 
Graham and Rona Beck Foundation • National Lottery Commission • 

 Polyoak • Local Rotary branch • Ninety-One • LCL * Fruitworks • 
Crownfruit sg • Durr Bottling • Paarl Girls High School

• AUDITORS: Louw & Cronje with special mention of Sanet Minnaar
 and Charlotte Venter
• FRIENDS OF PACT: Chester Meyer • Robin van Wyk • Sandra Marais •
 Helga Jansen-Daugberg • John Wolfaardt • Alain Pende • Lynette 

Favero • Christa Bohmer • Mark Hainsworth & team • Debbie Ausker •
 Louis Jansen van Vuuren • Bokkie Botha • Mary Ann Botha • Hendry 

Olivier • Jeremy Freemantle • Aletta Masango • Rogaya Maneville •
 Aki Khan • Sam Reinders • Gita Claasen • Simone Scholtz • Andy 

van Rooi • Elke Dunaiski • Boy Louw • Lesley Osler • Phillip and Lisa 
Keys • Denise Ohlson • Annegret Schoeman • Gustav Louw • Marion 
Mollison • Maditte Coornaert • Belgium teacher students • Grade12 
Buddies • Ailsa Tudhope • Michelle Lottering • Cobus Verster • 
Alain Clark • Chris Freund • Linda Jaquet • Ellen Joubert • Jennifer 
Cohen • Dr Sue Dean • Callum Clark • Bjorn Alexander • Jitsvinger • 
Madeleine Barnard • Barbara Castle 

• PARTNERS: MOD • DCAS • DFA • ATKV • CDWP • DSD • WCED 
• BOARD of PACT trustees
• Community CHAMPIONS across all projects
• COVID-19 Feeding scheme HOPE WARRIOR volunteers
•  PACT All Hands On Deck INTERNS
•  PACT/POP CENTRE STAFF: Nutrition, Sanitation, Security and Terrain
•  PACT team
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SAM REINDERS
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KOCKIE VAN DER MERWE



“Prince Albert will never be the same. Hope revived in a time 
where there seemed to be no hope. Prince Albert Community 
Trust played a massive role in this transformation. The youth 
became active, and a sense of community prevailed. PACT 

sparked what they aspire to, which is to grow a healthy, caring 
and safe community together.

Skills development has become their tool in creating the 
medium for this to be done. They know how to feed

Prince Albert and attend to people’s needs in so many ways,
from entertainment to education. PACT has given the

community a voice.”

NAAIM BRIESIES

SAM REINDERS



OVERVIEW 2019 • 2020

TO GROW A HEALTHY CARING AND SAFE
COMMUNITY TOGETHER

NPO NUMBER: 244-505  •  PBO NUMBER: 930047631

079 409 1605  •  082 407 4079
admin@pactrust.co.za  •  princealbert@pactrust.co.za 

www.pactrust.co.za

OUR BANK DETAILS

Prince Albert Community Trust
Bank: Absa Bank
Branch: 632005

Account No: 9293208676
Swift Code: ABSA ZA JJ

Reference: Project or cause name

OUR SNAPSCAN CODE

@Prince Albert Community Trust @P_A_C_Trust@TrustIngrid




